
PORTLAND STREET OF DREAMS

Everyone’ s dream is a little different. 
In Portland, though, the homes filling 
one of the latest Street of Dreams 
projects has enough to fit anyone’ s 
perfect house scenario. BC Custom 
Construction took part in the Portland 
version of the Street of Dreams, 
taking on the NW Natural Street of 
Dreams focus outside Portland in Lake 
Oswego. While BC Custom tackled two 
different projects on the one street, one 
dream house—this one designed by 
Mike Barclay of Barclay Home Design—
is enough to make us dream of our own 
home changes.

The 5,736-square-foot home takes on 
a modern-inspired design, but still with 
the Northwest flair you’d expect from 
warm, comfortable finishes, embracing 

the natural world. The home’s soaring 
windows welcome in the scenic views 
the Pacific Northwest so often offers, 
including the sweeping territorial 
views and visions of majestic Mount 
Hood. The open floor plan on the four 
bedroom, four-and-a-half bath home 
bathes in the light from the full-wall 
windows. And while this NW Natural 
dream home comes in four stories—
with a custom-made metal staircase 
to connect them all—Lynden Door was 
able to help tie it all together inside.

Using the StileLine® double stile doors, 
the dream home captured one of 
Lynden Door’ s pinnacle choices for 
the modern aesthetic. The European-
influenced aesthetic provides an 
upscale look, but the versatility of the 

grains allow for differentiation in the 
design without straying from the plain-
sliced white maple wood chosen to 
match the Northwest-friendly materials 
and décor.

When it comes time to make a dream 
come true in Portland, designers and 
builders have ample choices when it 
comes to materials and finishes. But 
dreams require exactness, choice 
selections, the kind that make the NW 
Natural Street of Dreams a showcase of 
residential perfection.

StileLine® Doors

Explore Lynden Door’s 
interior door offering, 
which represent the 
latest trends towards 
understated, clean and 
simplistic design. The 
StileLine®, Rediscovery, 
and FineLine collections 
make an easy transition 
from single family 
to multi-family to 
hospitality, allowing a 
modernizing solution to 
contemporary spaces.

To find our more about our products 
visit www.lyndendoor.com.
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